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7
INFILTRATING THE MEDICAL CURRICULUM: TRIUMPHS AND
DISASTERS IN BRINGING HISTORY TO FUTURE DOCTORS
JACALYN

M.

DUFFIN

Teaching any humanities subject in a medical school brings unique
challenges and tremendous opportunities. Medical students are hand
picked to be highly intelligent. But most derive from science studies
partly because such courses enable astronomically high marks, and
partly because students and educators confuse medicine with science.
Consequently, medical students know next to nothing about history or
the other humanities. Moreover, they ask fabulous, even stimulating
questions. Intelligent, ignorant, and curious, a more delicious audience
cannot be imagined!

Why History in Medicine?
In keeping with the goals of this book, I will not dwell on why we should
offer history to medical students. But before launching into how my history
teaching works, I need to link my method to my learning objectives.
Over the years, sweeping claims have touted the value of history and
the other humanities in the medical academy. I summarized some of
them a few years ago (Duffin 1995); many others have appeared since.
Some contend that such exposure will turn students into nicer more
"humane" people. A few go so far as to suggest that knowing history is
like a form of inoculation against making mistakes in the future; they love
to cite George Santayana: 'Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it" (see for example, Pollett, 2000).
I think these powerful claims are overblown. Many doctor-historians
know massive amounts about the past; yet, they wield it to advance
paternalistic, Whiggish views of the profession. That's not nice .
Furthermore, history is not a predictive science. Instead, it explains
how we got to where we are now; it contextualizes the present; and it
admits errors. At least, knowing some of the glorious and the unlovely
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past might make the students a bit more humble or cautious; and it
demonstrates the importance of social factors in health (Beatty, 1990;
Hart, 1998; Lerner, 2000 ; Sokol, 2008) .
My objectives are more modest. Medical schools are training future
doctors-not professional historians . Some history colleagues find it
frustrating to engage with future doctors because they do not usually
share a passion for new books and theories. Their visual orientation and
short attention spans can also be daunting for those who explore and
create the written word .
But history is relevant to medicine at the most basic of levels, and for
three good reasons. First and foremost, all doctors are historians of
a sort: They compose histories of their own patients. From their first
exposure to clinical skills, they learn to elicit the story of each patient's
illness and shape it to fit the canons of the discipline. In other words,
each patient encounter creates a little history.
Second, clinical practice finds an analogy in historical practice: A doctor
absorbs a patient's complaint and reads her body with an examination
and tests-as evidence-to relate it to the scholarship of known diseases.
This is exactly what historians do when confronted with a new source
or perspective; they explore it thoroughly and situate it within existing
schOlarship. In other words, historical practice and medical practice are
mirror images of each other (Duffin, 2004).
Third, when doctors publish research, they open every article with a
review of the literature. That too is a history about the research question.
Not all doctors are researchers, but they are all expected to keep up
with research. The preamble to every article is an exercise in intellectual
history.
Rather than defining a list of big events, famous people, or important
dates that ought to be in the repertoire of the well-dressed medical
graduate, I have opted instead for the notion that future doctors benefit
from an objective understanding of historical method and thinking .
Whether it makes them nicer or safer, this awareness can help make
them better clinicians. It can strengthen their medical reasoning and
analytic skills, and even cultivate their imaginations. These ideas are
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not original; I share them with many others whose work is cited later.
Similar notions have been expressed for the use of history in nursing
education (D'Antonio, 2006; Fairman et aI., 2010; Hargreaves, 2008)
and in science education (Creath, 2010; Gooday et ai, 2008).
My two objectives have not changed over the quarter century that I have
engaged in this rather quixotic task. The first follows from the previous
observations about the relevance of history and medicine.
1. To raise awareness of history as a research discipline of use
to clinical practice
2. To make the students skeptical about everything else that
they are being taught
The second objective was already in my mind many years ago, but at first
it was a hard "selL" One administrator kept removing it from the syllabus
because she found it "insulting," "subversive," and "disrespectful." But
instilling skepticism has become increasingly acceptable in the medical
academy; it matches and serves the relatively new emphasis on
"continuing education and "Life-Long Learning."

All historians know that things change. Change really turns them on
except perhaps for the handful wedded to the concept of longue duree.
But for medical students change is intimidating. They are drowning in
a flood of information; all they want to do is assimilate and memorize,
hoping that those numerous factoids will serve them and their patients
well for an entire career-or at least until the final examinations.
Of course, these truths will not last. As my father-in-Iaw-a retired
geographer--:-Ioved to say, "Half of what I teach you will turn out to be
wrong, but you need to figure out which half."
Physicians' failure to "keep up" poses serious dangers to patients. The
profession is now preoccupied with instilling the virtue of Life-Long
Learning in the minds of all young doctors, and history has been cited
as an excellent vehicle to convey that message (Fox, 2010; Hart, 1998;
Ledger, 2010; Lerner, 1998 and 2000; Sokol, 2008; Waller, 2008). This
shift has consolidated and protected my goal of raising skepticism about
the rest of the curriculum; however, it has brought some new challenges
of its own, which I deal with at the end of this essay.
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How History? 1. Building an Infiltrated Program from Nothing
In 19881 was hired to the Hannah Chair at Queen's University in Kingston.
Our historic city of 120,000 is situated on Lake Ontario at the source of
the St. Lawrence River, halfway between Toronto and Montreal. In the
nineteenth century, it was briefly the capital of Canada, but now its major
industries are the University, a military base, and prisons. The medical
school has been operating for almost 160 years and is the second oldest
in the country (next to McGill), making the library one of the nation's best
for researching modern medical history. It also has the only Museum of
Health Care in Canada with an online database of more than 35,000
artifacts.
The five Hannah Chairs-one at each medical school in Ontario-are
partially endowed and non-tenured . A by-product of our country's turn
to a national healthcare system, the funds came from a private health
insurance company that had to close operations owing to the advent
of Medicare (Neilson & Paterson, 1987). As a result, each of the five
Hannah Professors is often the only humanist in a faculty of several
hundred doctors and scientists.
In my interview for the position, I articulated those two objectives for
teaching history. I told the committee that I wanted to meet these goals,
not through a course in history, but rather by infiltrating the whole
curriculum with small "doses" of history at strategic moments. I would
not recommend anyone textbook, but encourage students to use the
library to explore their own questions. Method over matter.
With infiltration, I hoped to engage the history of each specialty of
medicine as the students were learning it. For example, they would hear
about the history of anatomy while studying anatomy and the history
of obstetrics while studying obstetrics. I would try to partner with other
faculty scientists or clinicians . History sessions would be preceded by
a professor in a white coat, and followed by another in a white coat
vicariously validating my presence as a "normal" part of training . To add
dignity and clout, I would ask for one question on every exam. An error
on the history question would not cause students to fail medical school
they would have missed many other questions, too. But answering the
history question correctly just might allow them to pass.
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Isolated history courses for medical students are not necessarily
ineffective, but I calculated that a free-standing course would be a difficult
way to meet my goals. It might backfire. First, timing would be awkward:
Early in training, medical students think that medicine is a science aimed
at the future . Some may be intrigued by the past, but most are not
and it was that "uninterested majority" who had the most to learn. By
their upper years, students have realized that medicine is a far cry from
science, and they are more likely to be curious about the past; however,
at that stage, they are scattered in junior internships and electives and
preoccupied with residency applications. Opportunities to provide a
course for senior students are scarce. Also an isolated course would
lack the synergy of teaching together with other subjects-something
that is also increasingly valued as "interdisciplinarity."
Young and arrogant, I announced that no specific textbooks were to be
used. I also refused to teach electives or on Friday afternoons. If the
faculty made history "optional," the students would immediately derive
the subliminal message that it was irrelevant, something to ignore.
I assumed that the school liked my plan because they gave me the job.
But when I arrived at Queen's in September 1988, I discovered one
enormous problem: I had no curriculum time. And yet, to keep my new,
untenured job, I would be evaluated every three years on my "impact."
Hours in a medical curriculum are like a form of currency. To accomplish
the infiltration, I had to liberate time from other programs.
In those days, teaching hours belonged to departments-25 departments.
I met with the head of every department, explained my ideas and boldly
asked for an hour to alert students to the fascinating history of his
discipline. (They were all men.) In that first year, I had a terrible success
rate of only 12 percent. Just three departments relinquished an hour
for the history of their disciplines: Anatomy, Pathology, and Obstetrics. I
was, and am still, grateful. Granted, those three departments were well
endowed with hours, giving up one might not have seemed too onerous.
But it also helped that those department heads were sympathetic to
history.
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One of the other department heads-a pharmacologist-complained
that his discipline owned only 80 teaching hours for lectures and labs.
If he were to give me just one of those hours, he argued, the students
might miss something important and kill somebody. Only on my way
back to the office-alas, too late-I thought of the correct rejoinder: "If
you do not give me one of those hours to make them skeptical about
what you will teach in the other 79 hours, then they might kill somebody."
That man was typical of many department heads . He told me how much
he personally loved history and how he would gladly invite me to deliver
an after-dinner speech. But he could not imagine giving me any real
curriculum time without damaging the students' education ..
Suspicious members of faculty attended my first classes, making me
nervous. But they renewed the history sessions in subsequent years.
Gradually, I added a few more history sessions each year. Three things
helped to finally fill most of the proposed slots.
The first was an accreditation: Distinguished national and foreign
experts came to assess the quality of the school. Canada and the United
States combine these periodic reviews. Suddenly, medical-humanities
education was viewed as "a good thing ." To appease these outside
experts, the school scrambled to identify more evidence of humanities
in the curriculum. They hired a part-time ethicist-now my closest
colleague-and where once they had refused time for history, various
departments started clamoring for history classes. I used to joke that
the history of medicine sessions had become the intellectual equivalent
of penis envy. Every department that did not have one, seemed to want
one.
The second event that helped consolidate my plans was a 1991
change in the medical curriculum-away from departmental control to
systems teaching. Medical schools are enormous, and trying to alter
either content or method is a little like trying to turn a massive oil tanker
in a narrow canal. The tendency is to leave things alone. Yet without
regular changes, schools lose the coherence of their well-laid plans
as professors move, die, retire, or go on leave. Eventually, the school
suffers from a disease- "curriculosclerosis," or a "hardening of the
categories" (Abrahamson , 1996).
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To unblock the problem of stagnation and resistance, the school decided
to abolish departmental control overthe curriculum, taking those precious
hours away from the powerful heads. Instead it implemented body
systems teaching. In other words, all departments would participate in
teaching about each system: heart, lungs, reproductive system, and so
on. I was asked to chair a committee during that process. In that capacity,
I simply awarded myself the missing history sessions-including the one
related to that pharmacologist who would have consigned history to the
nether-world of the after-dinner speech .
A third factor tending to keep history on the radar of the school was
my willingness to accept more traditional service positions when asked .
Having an M.D. degree and continuing to practice does not make me
a better historian, but it helped to get the attention of other faculty and
students. As a result, I have tutored problem-based learning, clinical
skills, and hematology (my own specialty), and I served brief terms as
the Associate Dean of Undergraduate Medicine and Admissions and as
the elected Chair of the Faculty. Not only was history infiltrated, but I,
too, was personally infiltrated into the school. I also teach nonmedical
students elsewhere on campus in history and philosophy.
Those early years of building a program were halcyon days.

How History? 2. Metbods
Most of my sessions involve the whole class. They are lectures. Each
begins in prehistory or antiquity and ends up with a contemporary
dilemma-something from the newspapers related to that topic. I try to
keep the sessions lively and always use PowerPoint (Although at first
it was Kodachrome slides.) (Cule, 2004; Joy, 1982). Medical students
and doctors often have trouble hearing without something to see. I try
to focus on questions and vary the methods, updating each session
annually. Because the curriculum is in a constant state of flux, my
schedule is irregular and changes often .
To amplify the lectures, I usually bring special objects borrowed from our
museum or library-old surgical instruments, vanished therapeutic and
diagnostic devices-stethoscopes, fleams, cupping jars-and valuable,
rare books. The university is lucky to own a 1555 edition of Andreas
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Vesalius' Fabrica, which I borrow every year for history of anatomy.
The solemnity of its arrival, guarded by a librarian who handles it with
soft, white gloves, is so effective that sometimes I think I could probably
dispense with everything else and let the book speak for itself. The
lectures aim to be engaging and relevant, and they embrace formats
familiar to students.
Not all my sessions are lectures. The first session is a game, a
competition held in collaboration with the introduction to the medical
library : "Heroes and Villains in the History of Medicine." Students work in
teams and choose one figure from a long list of names from medicine's
past-someone from antiquity or the middle ages, or a Nobel laureate,
or a woman, a local worthy. For the last four years, we have used an
online balloting method: The scramble as they find partners in a class
of strangers and choose their historical figure is amusing to behold. All
students have usually picked a partner and a subject within 24 hours.
Then, they must perform three tasks:
.
Find a book written by that person (a primary source).
Find a book written about that person (a secondary source).
Decide if the person is a hero or a villain or both.
The students have a week to prepare a two-minute oral presentation
for their classmates. Later, they must also hand in a one-to-two-page
essay, which I evaluate. The only way to fail this assignment is to omit a
bibliography. Some do forget. They search for information on the web,
through Medline, and Pubmed. They do not realize that those databases
fail to index books and that books are the gold standard for historians.
If the weather is fine, we go outside for the presentations. It often turns
into a talent show, featuring their many impressive skills: costumes,
plays, poetry, music, and much laughter and applause. But the winner
is not the best entertainer. The winner is the student who answers the
hero or villain question with, "It depends on how you look at it." When
that reply finally comes, I ask "What did you say? Louder?" Then I turn to
the whole c1ass-"What did she say?" And they repeat it. And I hand the
student a prize. Sometimes, it takes a long time before someone makes
that claim, and I grow anxious. Sometimes, instead, I give the prize to a
student who questions the exercise: "Why are we doing this?"
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Despite my heavy-handed hints against relative judgments, medical
students want to find heroes everywhere in the medical past: "Yes, Alexis
Carrel was a Nazi sympathizer, but he invented vascular anastomsis
and now we have transplants." "Yes, Hippocrates opposed surgery and
abortion and taught only men, but he is the Father of Medicine." "Yes,
William Osler was a sexist, practical joker, but he wrote a good textbook,
went to Oxford, and is the most famous Canadian doctor." Occasionally,
students embark on establishing the villainy of Paracelsus or a Nobel
laureate, but those are rare, nor do they win prizes. Their vision is
Manichean, heavily leaning to Utopia.
The relativism of that session sets the stage for the rest of my program.
Four years later, on graduation day, most new doctors still remember
their first Hero or Villain . But I care less about the person whom they
studied than the message of cautious reflection, an historical agenda
called "dangerous but creative" (Price, 1995).
That Heroes-and-Villains essay "counts" in their grades. But most of
my examination questions are like those of the other professors-short
answers or multiple choice.
Some of the core curriculum classes are seminars. One of the most
rewarding is a research seminar, as part of community health and
epidemiology-the products of which have sometimes even been
published. Although I try to emphasize the continuing relevance of
books, the appearance of scholarly websites devoted to medical history
is also a growing and increasingly worthy resource (Jones & Maulitz,
1998).
By the seventh year of my stint at Queen's, I had compromised on a
lot of my original plans. At the urging of students, I wrote a medical
history textbook based on my classes (Duffin 1999; 2010). I justified
this capitulation because so few textbooks ever mention Canada. I also
broke down and began to offer electives: some students simply want
more, and it seemed uncharitable to refuse. Electives include a Medicine
and Literature course sometimes combined with students in nursing
and law (Weisberg & Duffin, 1995); a chronological history of medicine
course run like a lunch-time problem-based-Iearning session; invited
lectures by famous doctors, which I call Hannah Happenings; a weekly
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movie night to screen and talk about popular films on medicine, chosen
around a theme; and for the last 15 years annual history of medicine
field trips . These trips exploit the generosity of friends and colleagues in
other cities, and the logistics nearly kill me. It is eight hours on a bus to
either Philadelphia or Boston-where we have been three times each .
In November 2011, we went to Washington, DC. I do not announce or
promote any of these electives ; I provide them only if students ask for
them year by year. But they keep asking .
The electives have also evolved through time. The Medicine and
Literature course now appears to be part of what is called "Narrative
Medicine." It led to my two-decade involvement with the Online Database
of Literature and Medicine. However, that course gravitated toward moral
issues and away from history ; although, they are not unrelated . The
film elective was immensely popular for approximately ten years, then
interest waned . I wonder if cultural habits have changed and students
are more comfortable watching films alone on their computers. This
explanation emerged in 2009 when a group of students asked to borrow
one of my tapes of a hard-to-find "golden oldie"; later they expressed
rapture at the charming idea of sitting together to watch a film on a big
screen . In other words, students are evolving, too. Those changes will
soon make it right for me to retire.
To conclude this part of this essay, I have had several successes. My
evidence? Students invite me to other events of their making-my
favorite is leading the incoming class in the Hippocratic Oath-an annual
ritual that students organize and conduct by torchlight at the shore of
Lake Ontario. My textbook is now in its second edition and has modestly
become a Canadian academic bestseller, with a Korean translation. I
hold several teaching awards from students-honors that I cherish more
than all others. And former students, who are now taking their place as
leaders in medical education across our country, write to ask for history
consultations or extend invitations to speak.
I may be alone in this endeavor locally but have never felt alone in the
field. One of the most engaging projects was to gather stories from other
clinicians who are also historians about how they actually use history
in their medical work (Duffin, 2005). Yes, I've had more success than I
ever expected, and more than I deserve. I've been lucky. Credit really
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belongs to my colleagues in history and medicine, to the existence of
the Hannah Chairs, and to the appealing beauty of medical history itself.

How History? 3. Disasters
More than the successes, however, the disasters characterize the real
obstacles to making history an integral part of the medical teaching .
First, is the intrinsic vulnerability of history in the medical academy.
The perpetrators are colleagues who-like that pharmacologist years
ago-smile and smile and remain villains, proclaiming their fondness for
history, yet, all the while looking to grab my hours, suspicious that they
are irrelevant to the task of training doctors. Each of the three times that
I went out-of-country on sabbatical, I goaded colleagues to fill in for my
absences. But I returned to discover that my program was gutted, half
the history sessions eliminated, and I would have to start over. In the last
few years, the pressure on teaching hours has only increased. Trends
in medical education expect schools to offer students more free time
for "self-directed learning." As a result, those precious hours, always a
premium currency, have inflated in value to rival that of gold or rhinoceros
horn . You'd think after all this time, history would be fully integrated, its
continuity assured. But it is more vulnerable now than ever.
Second, is the recent assault on lectures as a method of instruction. In
fact, in many Canadian schools, "lecture" is now a dirty word; we use
the euphemism, "whole class session." Moreover, schools fare badly in
accreditation if too great a proportion of our curriculum comes in that
format, regardless of how engaging and interactive it may be.
Are lectures intrinsically bad? Indeed, lectures can be badly done. But
killing them all is a blunt instrument to fix the poor ones. And what is
a scholar to do when she is the solo member of a tiny unit confronted
with a class of 1DO? Moreover the attack on lectures is ironic, if not
hypocritical, because distinguished medical visitors are invited to give
named lectures, plenary talks, grand rounds, and after-dinner speeches.
Furthermore, most of our students with their science backgrounds were
hand-picked for having excelled in the lecture-style of instruction.
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But I hasten to add that I am not opposed to problem based learning (PBL)
and have served as a PBL tutor for more than 15 years. Students in small
groups approach a story about a patient, and in striving to understand
the problem and how to treat it, they learn a lot. Canada originated the
method at McMaster University in the 1960s; it was adopted by Harvard
in the 1980s; and the Netherlands became the European leader in using
that modality in medical education . British medical schools began using
it in 1993.
PBL works especially well for clinical topics. History can be integrated
with it in a variety of ways (Sheard, 2006). Some use stories of patients
described long ago-for example by Hippocrates or Sydenham-to
show the timelessness of symptoms of disease. Once with a colleague
in another city, I ran a research project to try to enhance history learning
in PBL . We conducted "before and after" surveys about the amount
of history in PBL sessions, hoping to demonstrate the impact of new
historical learning objectives for tutors that we added to the information
package on each problem . Alas, our carefully written objectives had no
measurable effect: History was still perceived as scarce; on the second
survey, some tutors remarked that they would welcome history goals,
which we had already provided and they had not noticed! That research
project remains unpublished. Along similar lines, between 2005 and
2007, I poured a lot of energy into planning an international conference
on how to bring history into the medical schools with PBL curricula . We
identified 40 willing participants from 10 countries on 3 continents, but
we were unsuccessful in raiSing funds . The decline of lectures and the
ascendency of PBL fosters a false perception that clinical teaching is all
that can and should be accomplished with that method.
Third, a more recent variation of the attack on lectures comes in the form
of Team-Based Learning (TBL). Students assemble in groups around
separate tables and try to solve problems together. My most painful
encounter with this method happened in 2010, when I was forced to
transmute a successful lecture in the history of obstetrics into a TBL
or cancel the whole class. I resisted for a long time, but then felt my
stock Slipping-for my being an uncooperative old-timer. So I embarked
on the adventure of making a TBL session for history of obstetrics. It
took 3 weeks to prepare with help from our museum and librarians. We
identified special objects and books for each table, where a sheet of
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related questions invited the students to learn together from the objects.
After a few minutes of tactile deliberation, each group would be invited
to report their findings to the rest of the class. A PowerPoint presentation
with pictures of the objects and books on each table was beamed
around the room, as the students reported . I was pleased with what I
had built and looked forward to the experiment, hoping to cover some of
the subject in a more engaged manner.
Only half the class showed up. After all that work, the turnout was
disappointing. They tried to console me by saying, "We hate TBL. We
came today only because it was you-otherwise even fewer people
would be here." They also said that my session "wasn't too bad. " On
the exam, I asked an easy question that I'd used several times before;
yet, the class's performance was the worst ever. To my great despair the
students had chosen the most arrogant of incorrect options: midwives
saw higher mortality rates than doctors in Semmelweis's Vienna. So
few students answered the question correctly that the medical school
contacted me to ask if I had made a mistake and to request that it be
discounted.
TBL sessions might work wonders with clinical problems, or with
graduate students in history-especially if they were given a day or two
to research their answers. But it was a mockery of history for medical
students . They do not have historical reflexes. They learned far less and
with greater difficulty, costing more time, than if they had heard a lecture.
Sadly, I do not see this situation improving any time soon because of
ambient inflexibility in hostility toward lectures.
If medical schools want humanities instruction-and accreditation
rules insist that they must-they should grant the humanities experts
the right to determine how best to convey their wisdom. Similarly, they
must pay more than lip-service to the articulated goals of team-work
and interdisciplinarity in order to truly welcome historians, ethicists, and
anthropologists as equal members of the educational team. Yet the
presence of historians in the academy, and in medical history writ large ,
is still a contentious issue of credentialism that attracts bitter complaints
from prominent doctors who should know better (Chalmers, 2008;
Kushner 2008).
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Fourth, sinister disasters result from the recent erosion of funding
from agencies previously devoted to medical history. For example,
the decisions of the Wellcome Trust in the UK and by the now-defunct
Hannah Institute in Canada are mirrored elsewhere. Yet, for several
years educators had anticipated more support for history in the medical
curricula of several countries . This push was an effort to address
concerns about professionalism in a highly commercialized world.
For example, the UK General Medical Council released a 1993 report
on Tomorrow's Doctors that made sweeping recommendations for
education methods and contents (Biddiss, 1997; Evans, 2022; Horton,
1997; Smith,1996; Stark, 2002). Similar predictions were made for
history in German medical schools following the 2002 recommendations
for licensing (Approbationsordnung fOr Arzte) (Helm, 2008; Koehler,
2011; Schott, 2009). These lofty plans for history did not materialize;
rather their effects gravitated toward medical ethics.
Perhaps, we historians have been too complacent: Expecting that our
supporters would always agree with us, we failed to remind them in
concrete terms about the special value of history to medicine. Somehow
our discipline no longer appeals to the philanthropics nor the faculties.
Our old ally and biggest rival, ethics, is much sexier. Consequently
and perversely, then, those endeavours closest to our own are now
our greatest rivals: We end up competing for the same small slice of
the funding pie. We must not allow this state of affairs to conquer the
medical humanities by division.
The fifth and last disaster is perhaps the most disturbing. It combines
elements of all the problems previously cited and speaks loudly of a
serious problem in optics: Medical educators have trouble understanding
that history and the other humanities are research disCiplines. It also
brings us right back to the original goals mentioned at the outset: life-long
leaming and continuing medical education (CME). Every year I attend
research meetings in medical history, especially the annual peer-reviewed
conferences of the Canadian Society for the History of Medicine (CSHM)
and the American Association for the History of Medicine (AAHM). It is the
way I "keep up." But doctors have been drifting away from these meetings,
sometimes because they do not agree with the skepticism and suspicion of
historians (Brieger, 2004; Lerner, 1998). Often it is because these meetings
do not "count" toward CME points needed to maintain medical credentials.
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In Canada, we cannot renew our licenses, certifications, and privileges
without demonstrating evidence of "keeping up" in our fields. We do this
by gathering CME "points." I need to gather 400 CME points in every
5-year cycle and register them online with written proof at a national
database. For each new addition, I must indicate how the learning has
influenced my practice, but the choices must be selected from a flip
down menu and are narrow and few in number. For me-a clinician
whose research is in history-this obligation poses a huge problem. I
may keep up with medical history, but rarely does it "count" in my bon
continuation as a clinician. This denigration of historical research makes
me wonder, why do medical schools want humanities? Are they simply
an ornament, or a sop to accreditation committees?
When I served as president of the AAHM, Canada happened to host
two meetings. As a result, I could make it a personal goal to accredit
those meetings for bona fide CME points through my university. While
working on accreditation for the AAHM meetings, I also tried for the
CSHM. Obtaining the accreditation from a recognized provider is
time-consuming and expensive. It entails completing lengthy forms;
producing an early budget free of commercial influence, such as drug
companies; and generating an advance program and proving that it is
the product of peer-review. Because the meeting must also be evaluated
by delegates, an evaluation "instrument" must be produced in advance
for later collection and analysis. Nothing terribly complicated, but it is all
the more difficult when the organizers are not physicians and have no
idea why they must do all this extra work. Some history colleagues are
mistrustful, especially of the evaluations, fearing that negative reports by
ignorant doctors will hamper their brilliant, professorial careers.
Since 2005, we have managed to keep research meetings of both societies
fully accredited every year. But it has not been easy. Accreditation is not
automatic. American schools guard their turf jealously-and insist on
accrediting meetings held in their own cities. A new accreditor must be
found each year, and it is always an uphill battle to convince them that
it is worth the bother. Meetings must promise clinical practice outcomes
within a narrow range-and accreditors for CME cannot understand how
history is relevant to medicine, even as accreditors of schools value it.
The benefits of historical research extend well beyond guiding antibiotic
choice or referral patterns. History can explode entire concepts of
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The second reason is that medical students and physicians ask fascinating
questions that can enhance any historian's research . The third reason
is for the benefit of those smart but ignorant medical students and their
future patients. If physicians stop analyzing the medical present through
exploration of its past, they will be na'ive at best and dangerous at worst.
And the most amazing thing about this vital endeavour to salvage and
enrich medical thinking is that it can be so much fun .
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